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Abstract 

With the stupendous rate of the development in network fields, more and more network based 

software comes into our eyesight. This thesis mainly focuses on how to build a data integration and 

synchronization system in order to support a distributed Web OS (Operation System) working 

properly with huge database on different servers. 

Jupiter Visualiser by Polystar OSIX is a process and analysis tool that generates customer and 

business intelligence information for telecom operators and puts it at their fingertips. Jupiter 

Visualiser does this by collecting raw network information via real-time probes and combining it with 

reference data from third-party sources. This thesis describes the progress of designing and 

implementing a sub project which is based on Jupiter Visualiser. With the purpose to achieve high 

availability and low coupling in fetching data from massive storage, Sub project VSM is born as 

middleware to handle over this work instead of making queries between Jupiter Visualiser and 

MySQL directly. On the other hand, efficiency optimization and coding structuring are also important 

facts within discussion in second half. 

Some measurements are made to test the strength and fault tolerance of VSM and Jupiter Visualiser 

code. In order to have a web OS with both high quality and efficiency, much work have been done as 

well such as algorithm optimization, interface simplification and buffering cache design and so on. 

With the help of Jupiter Visualiser team OSS team and Product Manager, a complicated work was 

done successfully within several months. Although there would be many things left to improve and 

modify, this thesis still provide a practical satisfying way to integrate web OS with massive level 

database. 
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1 Introduction 

Nowadays, more and more software and systems begin focusing on multiple peers or distribute 

features. Polystar, a telecom monitoring Business Company, is one of the pioneers to build a Web OS 

(Operating System) which is capable of hosting multiple applications, which is called Jupiter Visualiser 

Project. And the function of Jupiter Visualiser is to present data in Polystar’s main database whose 

data are collected by Qgate (1) developed by Polystar recently. 

 To save physical space and increase flexibility, such data as presenting type, name, collection and 

terms are stored as integers such as 1902, 3045 and so on. Therefore, a new concept named 

‘Reference Data’ is involved in to describe these data.  

Reference Data are stored as tables in separate database from the main database with which Jupiter 

Visualiser (2) and SMACK (3) need to communicate. Such kind of tables are usually used as data 

mapping indexes, which means that when a user receives data about certain reference 1032, the 

data table will be joined with a reference data table to search for the reference 1032 and get a real 

name of the reference such as term ‘SGSN’ or name ‘Ericsson’ or even a collection ‘Sweden Cities’. 

When it comes to the Jupiter Visualiser Project, in order to achieve multi-user oriented system and 

flexibility of development, the personalization of data such as customer settings and consumer 

indexes should be stored separately so as to make life easier for each customer to load and consume 

his individual data. Besides these two points beyond, data security and is another reason to 

introduce such kind of mechanism. So a bunch of XML files containing reorganized and grouped 

Reference Data for Jupiter Visualiser have been also involved in. 

However, problems such as data mismatching and offset could happen when one of the end is 

modified according to these two separate and correlate mechanisms. As a result, a method to 

synchronize these two kinds of data should be given, on which bases this project. 

The ultimate goal of this thesis is to explore and achieve an executable and efficient solution to the 

integration between Polystar OSIX products, SMACK (3) & Jupiter Visualiser (2). As a result of a bunch 

of related exploration and several pertinent attempts, a PHP based data transmission bridge has 

been done in order to fulfill such demands, which is called VSM (Visualiser & SMACK Mediator). 

And this thesis will describe the progress of implementation work with VSM, which follows the classic 

software engineering circuits. At meanwhile, the conclusion gained from exploration work will also 

be involved to make detailed discussions within the dimensions in efficiency, customer experience 

and system costs.  

javascript:void(0)
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Thesis Outline 

The first chapter introduces the description and motivation of the thesis work. And the second 

chapter will introduce the background of Jupiter Visualiser Project and some new challenges so that 

lead to the demand of the reference data subproject on which this thesis based. Project analysis and 

design will be separately put into the third chapter and the forth one. The fifth chapter will focuses 

on the implementation and test work. After all, there will be a conclusion which talks about some 

consideration, improvement and limitation of the work.  
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2 Specification 

2.1 Brief Introduction of Jupiter Visualiser Project 

The ultimate major objective of Visualization project is to design and implement a novel web-based 

system for visualizing telecommunication networks status from essentially all aspects in a user-friend 

presentation and interaction manner. This project would make Polystar one of the pioneers tackling 

the field of Web 2.0 & 3.0 and combing it with the domain of telecommunication data visualization 

techniques.  

Instead of pure coding process, the first phase turns out to be a more design, prototyping, research, 

evaluation, and verification oriented period in nature. A universal software platform (similar to 

regular desktop operating systems in appearance, shown as Figure 2.1) containing several predefined 

applications will be the outcome of the first project phase. The bits and pieces of the system 

appearance, behavior, and functionalities are all inspired and evaluated from users’ perspectives.  

 

Figure 2.1 Jupiter Visualiser Main Interface webpage 

2.2 Challenges of Jupiter Visualiser Project 

The current business module set in Jupiter Visualiser includes “Report Creator”, “Report Viewer”, and 

“Event Analyzer”. “Report Creator” is an application for users to create all kinds of charts and graphs 

with great flexibility; “Report Viewer” is an application for illustrating pre-defined reports with 

limited parameters that could be changed; “Event Analyzer” is an application for viewing raw data 

(xDR). 
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Every each application among the above three ones can only work properly when corresponding 

reference data is configured. Those reference data is recorded in a bunch of XML files. The way they 

are defined is quite tricky sometimes. Usually, the size of reference data for each application could 

be rather big. Sometimes one XML file could size up till over 1MB. Moreover, a part of the reference 

data could be changed by users when necessary, which makes the maintenance of reference data 

harder. 

Because of the above reasons, Jupiter Visualiser Project needs a GUI/Toolkit to build and maintain 

reference data in an easy way. 

2.3 Project Glossary 

2.3.1 xDR 

For each xDR type one Java class exports a set of named and described fields. For each field the 

following is defined: 

 id - used for referencing the field, and for naming database columns  

 Data type  

 Description - A few words explaining the field to a user  

 Possible link to naming table - creates a database table containing translations of integer 

values to names 

xDRs contain not only simple fields, but also structures and sequences. These can partly be adapted 

to the field and row oriented principle of the database by creating sub-xDRs representing structured 

elements of sequences. For example, the Aif xDRs contain sequences of Call, SMS and Location 

Update records. These sub-xDRs (together with their fields) are also exported by the protocol Java 

class. (2) 

2.3.2 OSS Group 

OSS Group is one of the most important development departments in Polystar OSIX. It handles with 

all issues in automatic data statistics, aggregation and correlation mapping area. High loading 

calculation and massive data processing are two of the objectives OSS Group concentrates on. 

The OSIX OSS application suite consists of a number of high-level applications that provide network 

operators with information about the status of their offered services, network performance, and 

customer behavior. The suit also includes active applications that provide the operators with 
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intelligent tools for developing new and improved services to offer the subscribers, which will reduce 

costs and increase revenue simultaneously. 

2.3.3 Jupiter Visualiser 

The very first release of “Jupiter Visualiser” will be available in late May, 2008; it is the first project 

phase till then. Instead of pure coding process, the first phase turns out to be a more design, 

prototyping, research, evaluation, and verification oriented period in nature. A universal software 

platform (similar to regular desktop operating systems in appearance) containing several predefined 

applications will be the outcome of the first project phase. The bits and pieces of the system 

appearance, behavior, and functionalities are all inspired and evaluated from users’ perspectives.  

2.3.4 SMACK 

An important part of what OSS products are about is to extract data from xDRs, process and store it 

in a database. In the database a "window" of history is kept, older data is dropped. All aspects of this 

processing have so far been defined by program code specific for each type of processing and each 

type of xDR. This has lead to a lot of simplistic code which is expensive, slow, error prone and 

inflexible to develop and maintain. (3) 

The inflexibility has led us to create statistics databases that use a large set of keys when aggregating, 

since then report creation becomes flexible in terms of which keys to use. This causes our statistics 

databases to have very poor aggregation factors; the summarized statistics use almost as much space 

as the raw data. 

SMACK aims to minimize specific program code and instead make selection of data from xDRs, 

processing and storage configurable. When processing xDRs, SMACK will first process the main xDR , 

then each sub-xDR contained within. The sub-xDRs are linked to the main xDR through the fact that 

all fields of the main xDR are available as if they were a part of the sub-xDR. There is also a special “id” 

column that contains an id number for each unique xDR, the same number being available in the sub-

xDRs. 

2.3.5 VSM 

VSM – Visualiser and SMACK Mediator, which is the basic task of this thesis. The usage of VSM is to 

be a middleware between project Jupiter Visualiser and project SMACK in order to make the data 

calculation and fetching treated as black box on both sides. Following are involved terminologies: 
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Domain: 

  A bunch of tables with same columns.  Example: X_SGSN_MSC_BSC 

 <Agg> Tags in SMACK.  

Group: 

 Merge of difference point code of CDR into a group which has a new PC instead. 

 <ks> Tags in SMACK 

Reference Data: 

 Both name mapping info and arch info. 

Name Table: 

 Name mapping tables outside SMACK and Jupiter Visualiser. Example: Ref_Data tables 

Mapping Table: 

 Tables used to define group in SMACK. Example: {Id: 1; Item: 22, 24, 88}. 

Arch Mapping: 

 Tables used to define the architecture info among items in Jupiter Visualiser (SMACK). 

Example: Country/Region/Location 

2.4 Project Demands 

2.4.1 Synchronization on demand 

The project should meet these kinds of basic demands: 

1. It could be implemented within Jupiter Visualiser framework (in System Settings group 

shown as Figure 2.3). If it needs to be realized in a different programming language (other 

than JavaScript and PHP), a reason must be given. 

2. The way reference data is defined in XML files might change in the future according to 

customers’ requests. 

3. The toolkit should also provide user-friend interface for configuration reference data for the 

three applications “Report Creator”, “Report Viewer”, and “Event Analyzer”. 

4. Discussion with potential users on how the data might be changed in the future is a must, 

since maintenance support should be built in. 

5. It is mandatory for the project to be able to work on an input file. 
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6. There should be built-in mechanism for detecting if the change of existing reference data 

could affect some functions or generated reports. If it will, a hint or even intelligent handle 

should be conducted. 

7. This application should only be accessible by privileged users. 

8. The support priority is “Report Creator”, “Report Viewer”, and “Event Analyzer”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Hierarchy of Project 

According to the 2nd and 3rd basic demands of the project, one of the components should be done in 

the project is to implement a Visualization Component for Jupiter Visualiser Project (Reference Data 

Visualization Component, RDVC) which is used to make the reference data accessible for customers 

in Jupiter Visualiser. Figure2.4 is an illustration of the project component structure. The main 

functions of these components should meet these demands: 

 All the customer correlated reference data which stored in the XML files should be accessed 

by VSM. And the format and presentation lines should be clear enough for customer to 

understand. 

 Customer can modify or insert reference data through the interface built in the VSM within 

the districted ranges or domains, which will lead to XML modification when the changes have 

been submitted. 
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 There should be interface designed in order to input data from customers’ CRM files or other 

type of self defined files. The input data will synchronize the reference data inside the XML 

files by the VSM in Jupiter Visualiser’s common format. 

 

Figure 2.4 Project Components Structure 

When comes to the 4th and 5th basic demands of the project, a component which works as a 

middleware between Jupiter Visualiser and the SMACK configuration files with such mechanisms 

should be involved in, which is called VSM XML Module: 

 VSM XML Module can synchronize data between the external files defined by customers and 

Jupiter Visualiser. 

 The synchronization may be single-direction, which means the VSM XML Module only needs 

to import files from customer side containing customer’s self defined reference data. 

 The reference data XML files in Jupiter Visualiser would be the outputs of VSM XML Module 

to overwrite according to the input files. 

 The input file is made by users that they can easily create (e.g. EXCEL, CRM). The input file 

could be one or multiple. The input files are easily created by users. The output files can be 

recognized and used by applications. 
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Furthermore, a component which is outside Jupiter Visualiser should be built up to solve the data 

synchronization problems on Polystar side reference database, Ref_Data Database, which means to 

check or submit changes in database tables. 

 VSM DB Module will detect the changes in Ref_Data Database and overwrite the local Jupiter 

Visualiser XML files to make data synchronized. 

 Another job of VSM DB Module is on the contrast way as the function beyond, which is to 

effect the changes to database according to the local changes. (This function can be solved in 

the future) 

2.4.2 SMACK Integration 

One of the main purposes of this sub-project is to design and implement a middleware for SMACK, 

since most of the information Jupiter Visualiser need comes from it. During the integration progress, 

several necessary algorithms in fetching data from databases should also be given. Figure 2.5 is an 

example. 

 

Figure 2.5 System Architecture 
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VSM Main Functions: 

1. To work as a middle ware to connect Jupiter Visualiser and SMACK. 

a. To provide APIs for Jupiter Visualiser to fetch data including reference data and 

domain (prefix of SMACK tables)/group (aggregation) info from SMACK side. 

b. To ‘pack’ record which Jupiter Visualiser wants to present such as to replace Point 

Code with real names in Ref_Data database? 

2. To work as a GUI editor to maintain the aggregation grouping info and key domain info 

stored in SMACK conf XML files. (Shown as Figure 2.6) 

a. To provide GUI to illustrate and modify the real names (Reference Data) for Point 

Code. (Need to discuss about the persistence challenge) 

b. To provide a GUI to illustrate these kind of info in a friend way for customers on 

Jupiter Visualiser platform. 

c. *To provide APIs to modify configure files and mapping tables in SMACK in a friend 

way for customers on Jupiter Visualiser platform.  

3. *To give a solution to input customer side files into the format which is supported by Jupiter 

Visualiser and SMACK conf XML files.  

 

Figure 2.6 System Communication Structure 
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2.3.3 Functions on SMACK Side 

1. VSM can reorganize Domain (Aggregation Prefix) information defined in SMACK XML 

configuration files into new structure (like trees, arrays). 

2. VSM can reorganize Group (Key combination in <ks> tags) information defined in SMACK 

XML configuration files and Mapping tables into new structure (like trees, arrays). 

3. VSM can maintain the Naming Table for translating Point Code (in Mapping Tables) used in 

SMACK Aggregation Tables. (Shown as Figure 2.7) 

4. VSM can maintain the contents in SMACK XML configuration files and Mapping tables 

accordingly under control of Jupiter Visualiser. 

5. VSM can fetch the data from SMACK Aggregation Tables and replace the Point Code with 

Real names in Name Tables and return the data back to Jupiter Visualiser to present. 

 

Figure 2.7 VSM Translation 

2.3.4 Functions on Jupiter Visualiser Side 

1.  VSM can provide Domain information as the structure Jupiter Visualiser need. (Like JSON 

Trees (4)) 

2. VSM can provide Group information as the structure Jupiter Visualiser need. (Like JSON Trees 

(4)) 

3. VSM can provide the names of Group Tables in SMACK and Objects in Ref_Data Database. 

4. VSM can edit Reference data and group & domain information for Jupiter Visualiser and 

SMACK under control of Jupiter Visualiser. 
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3 Project Architecture 

Project VSM (Visualiser and SMACK Mediator) is designed to be a black-box like middleware which 

provides Visualiser (Also called Jupiter Visualiser) an interface to interact and communicate with 

SMACK data system. Figure 3.1 shows VSM architecture in a components coupling way.  

On the top of the view, VSM Core Library is the bedrock of the whole application. Extended by VSM 

For Inspector Module and VSM for Event Analyzer Module, VSM Core Library handles with all the 

business logic instances and encapsulate all the XML parsing work within extensions and interact 

with Jupiter Visualiser through internal interfaces.  

VSM Core Libiary

VSM For Inspector Module VSM For XDR Browser Module

VSM For Inspector Interface VSM For XDR Browser Interface

*

-extend
*

*

-extend

*

*

-implement
* * -implement

*

Inspector 
Module

XDR Browser 
Module

-invoke*

*

-invoke*

*

VSM Smack Integration Package

-invoke**-invoke*
*

-invoke*

*

 

Figure 3.1 Project Architecture Diagram 

3.1 Centralized Protocol: Collector.xml 

In order to decrease the additional synchronization work between different components or software, 

it is mostly preferable to keep key data centralized. Therefore, the configuration file of SMACK 

system, collector.xml, will be a good place to store and withdraw important information for both 

SMACK and Visualiser (Figure 3.2).  
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Smack System Scope

collector.xml<<subsystem>>
Jupiter VSM

<<subsystem>>
Smack

<<bind>><<invoke>>

 

Figure 3.2 Centralized Protocols 

The aim to set the configuration file up as the greatest plaza in the whole scope of SMACK and 

Visualiser is that: 

1. Synchronization work can be decreased dramatically or even avoided in most aspects. 

2. To decrease manipulation opportunities from editing core configuration from both sides that 

can lead to fatal errors. 

3. To work as a core protocol and principle stack to coordinate working mode between SMACK 

and Visualiser. 

3.2 Use Cases  

3.2.1 KPI Builder 

Scenario 1: Working with KPI Builder 

KPI Builder is a GUI for user to design his own KPI (Key Performance Indicator) formula by dragging 

icons.  VSM will provide KPI Builder a kind of capability to filter different keys and counters to make 

all the correlated units visible when one of them is chosen and also make others invisible since they 

are filtered out. 

a) When user drags a unit such as a counter to the design panel, a request will be sent to VSM 

to filter out all units which do not have correlation with the selected one. 

b) Then the user can do the same to the other correlated units until all the units he want are 

settled in the panel. 

c) User can group the units by pair with various formula operators to construct a formula which 

can be used to calculate a KPI. 

d) Since user finishes his KPI, he can save the KPI into Jupiter Visualiser system, and at mean 

time, VSM will search for all the possible combination concern with the selected counter and 

exclude all other ones which do not include it and save them with the KPI formula as well. 
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Use Case 1: VSM for KPI Builder Module (correlated to Scenario 1) (Shown as Figure 3.3) 

Jupiter User

Desgin Panel VSM

<<uses>> <<uses>>

Filter Counters

<<uses>>

Return Key Groups

<<uses>>

<<uses>>

KPI Manager

<<extends>> Save KPI

Load KPI

<<extends>>

 

Figure 3.3 Use Case: VSM for KPI Builder 

3.2.2 Inspector Parameter 

Scenario 2: Working with Inspector’s Parameter Module 

Inspector is a GUI which allow user to create personalized report charts by dragging various 

attributes such as KPI, Parameter Filter, Time period, Chart style and so on. Parameter Module takes 

charge of the work to show parameter values for KPI’s keys such as Phone number and Transfer 

Station id based on the information provided by VSM. The view panel will support two kinds of 

modes to show parameters: flat and tree. 

a) User will first drag KPIs into design panel, and then switch the view panel to parameter tag to 

make all correlated parameters visible according to the shared keys among all selected KPIs. 

b) Parameters will be shown in flat mode when selected key only has got single layer which 

means it hasn’t got any parents or children. 

c) Parameters can be shown in both flat and tree mode when selected key has multiple layers 

such as BSC (Base Switch Controller) has parent MSC (Main Station Controller) and child Cell 

according to VSM’s responces. 

d) All the parameters shown can be dragged over the KPIs in design panel to set parameter 

filter conditions. 

Use Case 2: VSM for Inspector Parameter Module (correlated to Scenario 2) (Shown as Figure 3.4) 
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Jupiter User

Parameter Panel

Flat Paramameter

Hierarchical Param

<<extends>>

<<uses>>

VSM

<<uses>>

<<uses>>

<<uses>>

Return Flat Param

Return Tree Param

<<uses>>

<<uses>>

 

Figure 3.4 Use Case: VSM for Inspector Parameter 

3.2.3 Inspector Query 

Scenario 3: Working with Inspector Query Module 

Query Module is the core module of Inspector to create colorful report charts. Most of the 

information comes from SMACK database, and VSM will provide this module an interface to access 

and withdraw data from SMACK side and at mean time to control the whole process and repackage 

data which are needed on front end. 

a) User first uses Parameter Module to design what kind of data he needs and what the filters 

are and what the x, y-axis of the chart are. 

b) Style should be chosen from user’ dragging or clicking. 

c) Time interval should also be chosen to indicate the start time and end time of this chart. 

d) Additional attributes can be set as well as far as user wish. 

e) VSM will start withdrawing data from SMACK database and transfer the repackaged data to 

the front end to create charts as soon as the user clicks ‘Start’ Button. 

f) User can also change the attributes of the chart as he wish to modify the charts, and of 

course the data will be withdrawn again if key values are changed such as KPI, Filter or time 

and so on. 

Use Case 3: VSM for Inspector Query Module (correlated to Scenario 3) (Shown as Figure 3.5) 
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Jupiter User

KPI Panel

<<uses>>

Style Setting

<<extends>>

Time Interval

<<extends>>

<<uses>>

VSM Return Chart Data

<<uses>>

 

Figure 3.5 Use Case: VSM for Inspector Query 

3.2.4 Event Analyzer Interface Fetching 

Scenario 4: Working with Event Analyzer’s Interface Module  

Event Analyzer mainly focuses on presenting row data records withdrawn from Monitoring System. 

Another function of Event Analyzer is to enable Inspector a drilling down functionality to fulfill user’s 

requirements to drill data down to record level. VSM also plays as the role ‘Data Man’, which means 

to get SMACK info and database record for application. 

a) User first need to choose an interface to access units and data accordingly such as A interface, 

GB, GNUD and so on. VSM will offer Event Analyzer a full list of all kind of available interfaces. 

b) When interface has been selected, VSM will transfer back a bunch of units which exist in xDR 

raw data database as sort of data fields. 

Use Case 4: VSM for Event Analyzer Interface Module (correlated to Scenario 4) (Shown as Figure 3.6) 

 

Jupiter User

XDR Interface

<<extends>>

Return XDR Units
<<uses>>

VSM

<<uses>>

 

Figure 3.6 Use Case: VSM for Event Analyzer Interface 

3.2.4 Event Analyzer Query 

Scenario 5: Working with Event Analyzer’s Query Module  
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Event Analyzer can fetch raw data record according to the settings input by user and filter all the 

available data according to the condition given. 

a) The same as Inspector, Event Analyzer need to be filled in some dimensions to limit a scope 

in order to get pertinent data he wants such as time interval, filter conditions, visible fields 

and so on. 

b) After all, when ‘START’ button clicked, data will be automatically searched, filtered and 

routed by VSM until all data needed has been transferred back. A process bar will be a mask 

at this time to show how many data records have been found. 

Use Case 5: VSM for Event Analyzer Query Module (correlated to Scenario 5) (Shown as Figure 3.7) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.7 Use Case: VSM for Event Analyzer Query 
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4 System Design 

4.1 Class Design 

According to the requirements about reusing and flexibility, the class architecture of the subproject 

should not only decrease coupling, but also provides high efficiency and rapid changeable features in 

order to adapt modification and improvement from either Jupiter Visualiser side or SMACK side as 

well.  

#__construct()
#simple_iso8601_parser4vsm()
#get_period_from_iso8601()
#get_ref_data_connection()
#get_smack_data_connection()
#get_xdr_data_connection()
#get_connection_param()

#$smackConfEntity
#$smackDictEntity
#$smackDbConnection
#$refDbConnection
#$xdrDbConnection
#$connectionEntity

VsmCoreAbs

+__construct()
+get_agg_tree()
+get_agg_tree_by_filter()
+get_agg_parameter_flat()
+get_table_name()
+get_time_zone()

Vsm4InspctImpl

+__construct()
+get_domain()
+get_domain_object()
+get_objects_str()
+get_xdr_entity_query()
-get_xdr_entity_query_brighthouse()
-get_xdr_entity_query_partition()
-select_table()

Vsm4XdrBrsImpl

+__construct()
+getAggChildrenByPath()
-getChildrenList()
-getAggList()
+getAggNodeByName()
+getProtocolByAggName()
-getRelatedLeafList()
-hasMatched()
-getAggPermutation()
+getMapping()
+getChildMapping()
+getFromListByMapping()
+buildAggTableNameArray()
+getAggTimeNode()
-getGroupMultipleList()
+getParentTagByTagPath()
+getXdrNodeList()
+getXdrNodeByName()

-$confDomTree
-$entryPermutationList
-$pathTagArray

SmackConfParser

+__construct()
+getDescription()
+getDatatype()
+getLookupTable()

-$dictDom

SmackDictParser

Vsm4InspctInf Vsm4XdrBrsInf

-invoke*

*

-invoke*

*

*

-implement*

*

-implement*

*

-invoke*

*-invoke*

 

Figure 4.1 Project Main Architecture 
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Figure 4.1 shows VSM structure in a class UML graph. We can easily find the three layers internally 

with VSM architecture: 

1. VsmCoreAbs: In charge of all business logic model, rarely changed unless for logic data 

control is renovated. 

2. Vsm4InspctImpl, Vsm4XdrBrsImpl: In charge of all data transformation in order to adapt 

Jupiter Visualiser presentation frequently. 

3. SMACKConfParser, SMACKDictParser: In charge of all XML parsing, configuration mapping 

work in order to set up an interface to SMACK with best flexibility. 

4.1.1 Class VsmCoreAbs 

This abstract class is the base class of VSM which contains most of the basic functions and VSM 

assistant algorithm functions. And most of the functions inside are protected functions and some of 

them are even abstract one waiting for implement by the class which inherits it. 

4.1.2 Vsm4InspctInf.class 

This Interface class is used to establish a public interface offering a bunch of functions between VSM 

and Inspector. Mainly focuses on the early design phrase. 

4.1.3 Vsm4InspctImpl.class 

This class implements most of the functions which are used to coordinate work between VSM and 

Inspector and correlated work between VSM and database. 

4.1.4 Vsm4XdrBrsInf.class 

This Interface class is used to establish a public interface offering a bunch of functions between VSM 

and Event Analyzer. Mainly focuses on the early design phrase. 

4.1.5 Vsm4XdrBrsImpl.class 

This class implements most of the functions which are used to coordinate work between VSM and 

Event Analyzer and correlated work between VSM and database. 
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4.1.6 SMACKConfParser.class 

This class is also one of the core classes in VSM system. It provides all the manipulation work which 

concerned with SMACK configuration file: collector.xml. All reading and parsing work are defined and 

implemented here. 

4.1.7 SMACKDictParser.class 

This class is an assistant class to help find descriptions of each unit and professional terms which 

occur in VSM system. And this class will translate the terms and units for Jupiter Visualiser from 

SMACK side according to it. 

4.2 Synchronization Design 

4.2.1 Aim of Synchronization 

As the one of the core function of the Subproject is to synchronize the data in Jupiter Visualiser’s 

XML files with those stored in database Qgate_Refdata. Therefore, a mechanism which solves the 

synchronization process should be built up to make Jupiter Visualiser’s XML files have the latest 

content. So, an Automatic Detector is introduced to achieve such kind of goals. 

Figure 4.2 illustrates the main progress step by step. The Automatic Detector will be running 

periodically to detector the changes occurring in database which happens to data references.  

Actually, the function will be applied with the supports from triggers inside database Qgate_Refdata.  

4.2.2 Usage of Database Triggers 

When comes to the reasons to introduce triggers, I have three main aims:  

1) To avoid too many unnecessary accesses and loads to the key database Qgate_Refdata 

because this database is one of the most important data storage place and will be most 

frequently read by all kinds of applications.  

2) To make searching convenient enough for Automatic Detector to notice the changes recently. 

All of the information about changes will be stored in separate tables such as table names, 

field names, old values and new values. 

3) The last but not least, the triggers support rollback able transactions, which means once the 

changes have been set to rollback, all of the lines that produced by triggers would be also set 

to rollback, i.e. change A which happens in database Qgate_Refdata has produced three new 
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lines in the record table and then a rollback command will remove these three lines while the 

changes being cancelled.  

 Furthermore, the reason to choose periodically checking mechanism instead of invoking 

scripts to change XML files in Jupiter Visualiser is also because of the consideration about the 

rollback features of database system. 

4.2.3 Database Table Design 

Once the Automatic Detector starts a new round, it will check the Jupiter Visualiser_Syn_Table to 

make sure the changes occurred recently. Then it will modify the XML files in Jupiter Visualiser 

System according to the built-in mechanisms of itself as far as new lines in the table have been 

checked whose states are shown committed. When all the new lines have been handled, the records 

would be deleted and the Automatic Detector enters the sleeping state for a while of which time can 

be set. 

 

Figure 4.2 Automatic Detector Design illustrations 
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Figure 4.3 illustrates the table fields designing of Jupiter Visualiser_Syn_Table, which should be 

implemented to fit synchronization requirements. 

Field Title Field Description 

ID (PK) The Primary Key of the records which will be increased automatically 

OptID Option ID which is used to correlate records to changes occurring in database 

Table Name Specify which table has been changed 

Field Name Specify which field has been changed 

Old Value Specify what the original value in this field is before the change occurs 

New Value Specify what the new value in this field is after the change occurs 

Commit State This field is used to label the state of this record in case of rollback happening 

Figure 4.3 Jupiter Visualiser_Syn_Table fields description 
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5 Project Implementation 

5.1 VSM for KPI Builder 

KPI Builder is implemented to let user be able to design his own KPIs in Jupiter Visualiser system. The 

KPIs are dynamically dragged From View Panel into the Design Panel. At last a fulfilling KPI will be 

generated by user himself and saved in the resource folder on server. 

 

Figure 5.1 KPI Builder Style 

5.1.1 KPI Builder Features 

In “View Panel”, there are totally 3 tabs, namely “KPI”, “Formula”, and “Object”: 

1. In “KPI” tab panel, the defined KPI names and their structure are illustrated in a tree 

structure. Every KPI is stored as a physical xml file. In that way, organization and creation of 

new KPIs could be done in File manager (anther existed application) already. 

2. In “Formula” tab panel, all the predefined formulas are displayed. The formulas should 

include “a, a+b, a-b, a*b, a/b”. 

3. In “Object” tab panel, relevant counters and keys (here we mean units in the above text) will 

be displayed here; they will be able to be dragged into “Lower Section”. 

In “Design Panel”, three kind of information will be presented, KPI name, KPI Structure Tree Panel 

and Text Line for built formulation of current KPI: 

View 

Panel 

Design 

Panel 
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1. When a formula dragged into Lower Section from “Formula” panel, in this case, there is only 

one tree node “Objects” (Folder) in Lower Section. 

2.  If user drags a formula “a+b” into the lower section, it will appear like Figure 5.2. 

3. So, in this case, reuse as many variables as possible. However, when it is necessary to drop 

some variables, please give a confirm dialog for users to confirm. For example, it is OK to 

drag “a-b” into “b”. 

    

Figure 5.2 Nesting Formula Tree Style 

5.1.2 Generating Agg Trees for KPI Builder 

And one of the most complicated works for VSM is to translate structured XML to views. Each <Agg> 

tag which means aggregation style will contain <kg> tags (key group) and <cg> tags (counter group). 

And <ks> tags (key set) and <cs> tags (counter set) follows as children of <kg> and <cg>. Finally, <k> 

tags (key) and <c> tags (counter) are leaves, which is shown as Figure 5.3. 

View in KPI Builder Structure in Collector.xml 

  
Figure 5.3 KPI Tree and XML structure based 
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And Only <kg>, <cg>, <ks>, <cs> tags which have attribute ‘description’ inside will be generated in the 

tree as a folder and all <k> and <c> tags are generated as leaves, so specific mechanism should be 

taken to build such kind of ‘Agg Trees’. 

Function getChildrenList()(Code Extract 5.1) and function getAggChildrenByPath() (Code Extract 5.2) 

are the ones to have previous mentioned capability done. In each recursion of the process, the 

function will try to get a closest named tree node or leaf in the XML structure to guarantee the result 

will be strictly principled by the format defined in collector.xml. 

Code Extract 5.1 
/* 

* To use recursion to get next layer, a <kg> or <ks> without attribute          

* 'description' will be ignored and get its children instead. The process 

* will not end until a <kg> or <ks> with attribute 'description' is found 

* or reach a leaf such as <k> and <c>. 

 */ 

private function getChildrenList($xNode, $currentTags, $pathTagArray, 

$resultArray, $filterArray) { 

  

1. If the input is null, then return the list of Agg 
2. initialize parameters 
3. building parsing path 
4. parsing and build return array 

 

return $resultArray; 

} 

 

Code Extract 5.2 
/* 

 * To get the child nodeList by input string 

 */ 

function getAggChildrenByPath($path, $filterArray) { 
1. If this tag has got several children tag, then search them one by 

one. 

2. Parse children of current tag one by one 
3. If the child has attribute 'description' or is a leaf, then add it 

into result array. 

4. If the child is not a leaf and has not 'description', then go to its 
children. 

 

return array ('nodeList' => $resultArray, 'protocols' => $protocols); 

} 

5.1.3Generating Agg Permutations for KPI Builder 

Generally speaking, an <Agg> tag could contain one or more <kg> tag; and in turn, one <kg> tag could 

contain one or more <ks> tags; and one <ks> tag could contain more than one <k> tags. Tags for 

defining counters have the same structure. Figure5.4 is a generic structure of an <Agg> definition. 
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To calculate how many tables are generated from the above definition is totally a mathematical 

permutation issue. First, you should permute all <ks> in different <kg> like what is shown above. The 

next step is to permute the first two groups of results (key group and counter group) above. Each 

entry (row) in the final result represents a data table and its columns. 

<Agg name="IuPS" description="Packet 3G (IuPS)">  

       <kg name=”kg1”>          
                <ks name=”ks1”> 
                        <k ref=”k1”> 
                        <k ref=”k2”> 
                </ks> 
                <ks name=”ks2”> 
                        <k ref=”k3”> 
                        <k ref=”k4”> 
                </ks> 
        </kg> 
        <kg name=”kg2”> 
                <ks name=”ks3”> 
                        <k ref=”k5”> 
                        <k ref=”k6”> 
                </ks> 
                <ks name=”ks4”> 
                        <k ref=”k7”> 
                        <k ref=”k8”> 
                </ks> 
        </kg> 
        <cg name=”cg1”> 
                <cs name=”cs1”> 
                        <c ref=”c1”> 
                        <c ref=”c2”> 
                </cs> 
                <cs name=”cs2”> 
                        <c ref=”c3”> 
                        <c ref=”c4”> 
                </cs> 
        </cg> 
        <cg name=”cg2”> 
                <cs name=”cs3”> 
                        <c ref=”c5”> 
                        <c ref=”c6”> 
                </cs> 
                <cs name=”cs4”> 
                        <c ref=”c7”> 
                        <c ref=”c8”> 
                </cs> 
        </cg> 
</Agg> 

Figure 5.4 Permutation principles of Agg Trees 

Function getAggPermutation() (Code Extract 5.3) is used to calculate all possible multiple 

permutation and store them in the memory. And then function getRelatedLeafList() will compare 

Ks1+ks3 = (k1,k2,k5,k6) 

Ks1+ks4 = (k1,k2,k7,k8) 

Ks2+ks3 = (k3,k4,k5,k6) 

Ks2+ks4 = (k3,k4,k7,k8) 

cs1+cs3 = (c1,c2,c5,c6) 

cs1+cs4 = (c1,c2,c7,c8) 

cs2+cs3 = (c3,c4,c5,c6) 

cs2+cs4 = (c3,c4,c7,c8) 

ks1+ks3+cs1+cs3 = (k1,k2,k5,k6,c1,c2,c5,c6) 

ks1+ks3+cs1+cs4 = (k1,k2,k5,k6,c1,c2,c7,c8) 

ks1+ks3+cs2+cs3 = (k1,k2,k5,k6,c3,c4,c5,c6) 

ks1+ks3+cs2+cs4 = (k1,k2,k5,k6,c3,c4,c7,c8) 

ks2+ks3+cs1+cs3 = (k3,k4,k5,k6,c1,c2,c5,c6) 

ks2+ks3+cs1+cs4 = (k3,k4,k5,k6,c1,c2,c7,c8) 

ks2+ks3+cs2+cs3 = (k3,k4,k5,k6,c3,c4,c5,c6) 

ks2+ks3+cs2+cs4 = (k3,k4,k5,k6,c3,c4,c7,c8) 

ks1+ks4+cs1+cs3 = (k1,k2,k7,k8,c1,c2,c5,c6) 

ks1+ks4+cs1+cs4 = (k1,k2,k7,k8,c1,c2,c7,c8) 

ks1+ks4+cs2+cs3 = (k1,k2,k7,k8,c3,c4,c5,c6) 

ks1+ks4+cs2+cs4 = (k1,k2,k7,k8,c3,c4,c7,c8) 

ks2+ks4+cs1+cs3 = (k3,k4,k7,k8,c1,c2,c5,c6) 

ks2+ks4+cs1+cs4 = (k3,k4,k7,k8,c1,c2,c7,c8) 

ks2+ks4+cs2+cs3 = (k3,k4,k7,k8,c3,c4,c5,c6) 

ks2+ks4+cs2+cs4 = (k3,k4,k7,k8,c3,c4,c7,c8) 
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input counter group (<c> tags) with all permutation in memory one by one in order to filter out all 

related leaves according to the input.  

Code Extract 5.3 
/* 

 * Make a full permutation of all possibility and store it in the memory  

 *at the beginning of this class 

 */ 

private function getAggPermutation() { 

1. Build key group tree in arrays 
2. Build counter group tree in arrays 
3. Put all groups in array to get the multiply result array and merge 

them. 

4. It must use merge instead of append, otherwise it will be chaos in 
structure.  

5. return $groupNodeArray; 
 

return $permutation; 

} 

 

Function getRelatedLeafList() (Code Extract 5.4) and function hasMatched() (Code Extract 5.5) will 

then be invoked to give a logic to verify if the other counter groups should be preserved to be 

returned. After all, all the related counter group will be wrapped up and reformatted by function 

getGroupMultipleList() (Code Extract 5.6) recursively and returned by previous functions which are 

same as the counters. 

Code Extract 5.4 
/* 

 * Get all related leaves according to the filter and the permutations in  

 * system memory 

 */ 

private function getRelatedLeafList($inputFilterArray) { 

1. search for all the permutation for the related leaves according to 
the given filter 

2. if any permutation does not include the whole filter array, then it 
will not be involved 

3. all the other leaves in this permutation will be added as related 
leaves 

4. return all the related leaves and the keys in the filter 
 

return array_merge ( $relatedLeafList, array_merge ( $inputFilterArray [0], 

$inputFilterArray [1] ) ); 

} 
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Code Extract 5.5 
/* 

* To check that if the node given has a related leaf according to the  

* filter 

 */ 

private function hasMatched($node, $inputFilterArray) { 

1. Get all leaves of this node. If it is a leaf then get an array only 
has itself. 

2. Get all related leaves according to filter and permutation in memory. 
3. If the tag is 'Agg', it should include all leaves in the filter. 
4. Or otherwise some unmeaningful combinations will be generated. 
5. If the node or its leaves are related according to filter, it will be 

generated. 

return $containFlag; 

} 

 

Code Extract 5.6 
/* 

 *  Make a multiply work of arrays(ks, cs) among several groups(kg, cg)   

 */ 

private function getGroupMultipleList($ierA, $restGroupArray) { 

1. If restGroupArray is empty, it means recursion has got to the end. 
Then finish multiply and return 

2. Get ierB from the rest group array 
3. Multiply all the sets 
4. Build domain name  
5. Go to recursion 
 

return $this->getGroupMultipleList ( $temp, $restGroupArray ); 

} 

5.1.4 Generating Key groups for KPI Builder 

When it comes to the Design Panel shown as Figure 5.5, to filter key groups according to the counter 

selected will be another tricky job waiting for VSM to solve. Since there is a multiply principle among 

different elements within <Agg> tags, VSM need a mechanism to build key groups automatically 

according to the content in collector.xml. Let’s take an example to illustrate what kind of tables will 

be generated from SMACK configuration file. 
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Figure 5.5 Design Panel of KPI Builder 

Function getKgByCs() (Code Extract 5.7) will search all permutation in memory for all the possible key 

groups available according to the given counter group. Since all redundant data are cut off, the 

return value will be an array of key groups of unified combinations of keys. 

 

 

Code Extract 5.7 
/* 

 * To get all possible Key groups according to the input Counter group 

 */ 

public function getKgByCs ($counterSet) { 

1. Search each permutation one by one for all groups containing the 
input counter group 

2. If one of the counters in the input group is not inside current 
permutation, then this permutation will not be preserved. 

3. If current permutation contains the whole input counter group, 
collect all keys inside as a key group 

4. If the key group is empty, which means only default field time 
inside, the key group will not be preserved 

5. Compare the new collected key group with the ones already collected, 
we filter out the redundant ones. 

6. If new key group fulfils all the condition, it will be preserved. 
return $returnArray; 

} 

 

KPI Keys 

Structure 

Text Line 

KPI name 
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5.2 VSM for Inspector 

5.2.1 Generating Flat Parameters 

Correlated keys mean those keys that have correlations such as hierarchy or conditions in between. 

For example, the pair of keys: ‘a_cc’ (calling party country code), ‘a_ac’ (calling party area code) have 

Country / Area relationship. And the pair of keys ‘sgsn’, ‘bsc’ have SGSN / BSC relationship. We used 

to illustrate these kinds of keys in tree structure like Figure 5.6. 

    

Figure 5.6 Original and New Tree Structure 

However, according to the new designed inspector panels, we should have different ways to achieve 

such kind of correlations between keys. Assume we first drag a BSC key into Design panel and we 

hope to select a parameter called “BSC1” to this key which makes the value of the key BSC is “BSC1”.  

Then we click the Parameter Panel to select a value “BSC2” for key BSC. In the Parameter Panel, one 

more Combo Box will be introduced which is used to select display mode. Normally, it will be chosen 

as “flat” by default. What is worthy to notice here is that all non correlation keys (which mean have 

no hierarchy or conditions) are always shown only in “Flat” mode like Figure 5.7. 

 

Figure 5.7 Parameters in Flat Mode  

Function get_agg_parameter_flat() (Code Extract 5.8) mainly focuses on how to get ‘Flat Mode’ 

parameters.  And If the parameter is not defined in collector.xml, search the protocols.xml to find 
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the ’fixed mapping’ parameters such as the cause errors code which always distributed from 0 to 7 

for specific errors. So function getLookupTable() (Code Extract 5.9) will give such kind of parameter’s 

table name. 

Code Extract 5.8 
/* 

 * get parameters in flat structure 

 */ 

public function get_agg_parameter_flat ($key) { 

1. Try to get the mapping info from SMACK configuration files 
2. If the parameter has got mapping tag in collector.xml, get the table 

name from mapping info. 

3. If the parameter has no mapping but has attribute 'lookup' in 
protocol.xml, get the table name from the 'lookup'. 

4. When table name is selected, we try to find all parameters in 
database for specific keys 

5. Get refata db connection 
6. If there are no parameters, throw an exception. 
7. Or otherwise return all the parameters found in an array 

 

return array ('value' => $paramArray, 'text' => $nameArray); 

} 

 

Code Extract 5.9 
/* 

 * Try to get a lookup table for the key given. 

 */ 

public function getLookupTable($itemName) { 

1. Search all of the protocols for the key given in protocols.xml 
2. Return any one containing attribute 'lookup' as a table name. 

 

return $key->getAttribute (‘lookup’); 

} 

 

5.2.2 Generating Hierarchical Parameters 

Due to the key BSC is a correlation key which can be connected to other keys such as SGSN, we need 

a ‘tree structure mode’ to show the hierarchical relationship in between (here the relationship builds 

up a path between BSC and SGSN). So there will be another mode called “Tree” to show values 

hierarchically. Figure 5.8 shows a ‘Tree Mode Presentation’. 

In the tree view, the first layer will be the top node in the correlation (in this case it should be SGSN). 

And the last layer will be the chosen key to select value for (in this case it is BSC). That means how 

deep the tree is depends on which key you select and whenever the more accurate 

(SGSN=>BSC=>CELL…) key you select, the deep the tree will be. 
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The result is a little bit different from “Flat” mode, which will include all nodes in the path selected. 

(In this case, SGSN1 will be also reserved in the result to indentify the difference between 

SGSN1=>BSC2 and SGSN4=>BSC2) 

 

Figure 5.8 Dragging Mechanisms from Parameter Panel to Design Panel 

The Country/ Area/ Location correlation and others are in the same way as SGSN/ BSC/ CELL 

correlation. For example, when key a_cc and key a_ac are dragged into the Design Panel, when we go 

to Parameter Panel, a_ac can be either filled by “Beijing” or “Beijing (China)”, however, in this case, it 

doesn’t look sense. 

To define correlation keys in SMACK mapping tags from SMACK configuration xml file: collector.xml, 

there are several ways to archive of which Code Extract 5.10 is an example. 

Code Extract 5.10 
<mapping id="ccmap"> 

  <from type="STRING" size="15" name="prefix" /> 

</mapping> 

 

<mapping id="acmap"> 

  <from type="STRING" size="15" name="prefix" /> 

</mapping> 

 

There will be a table stored in SMACK database which shares the same name with the <mapping> 

tag’s id attribute. In this case, there will be a table called ‘ccmap’  in the SMACK database which has 
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two columns, one is ‘id’ (by default) to store an integer which substitutes the country name only valid 

inside SMACK, the other one is ‘prefix’ which defined here to store the ‘real’ value of the country 

name such as Code Extract 5.11. 

Code Extract 5.11 
<protocol id="Isup"> 

<key function="ccmap" description="a_cc" name="a_cc"> 

<key name="calling" /> 

</key> 

</protocol> 

 

And in the protocol tags there will be a key definition using this mapping as a function to search for 

the ‘real’ value for this key in a mapping table defined in the previous <mapping> tag. Now the 

challenge is to how to let Jupiter Visualiser recognize what the relationship between ‘ccmap’ and 

‘acmap’ is, which means how to correlate the keys for Jupiter Visualiser. 

Due to the complexity of the hierarchical structure could be very high and difficult to implement, the 

first step of the modification of <mapping> is to add two mutually exclusive attributes into <mapping> 

tag ,*id_parent+, *val_parent+-. The ‘mutually exclusive’ means only one of these two attributes would 

exist in one <mapping> tag. 

Both of the attributes are used to define the parent mapping of this mapping. For instance, ‘acmap’ 

(area code mapping) is the child of ‘ccmap’ (country code mapping).  Figure 5.9 is an example for 

value mapping. 

 

Figure 5.9 value mapping 

The difference is that id_parent means two mappings (tables) are ‘id mapping’. And ‘val_parent’ 

means ‘value mapping’. See the difference in Figure 5.10? Value mapping needs to keep the 
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consistency between two tables’ column structure such as name, data type and quantity. And id 

mapping needs the parent table should keep only two columns, of which one is the id for parent, the 

other to store the id for child. 

 

Figure 5.10 Id mapping 

Mapping system is one of the most specific features of SMACK project. Since then, a set of fulfilled, 

integrate and pertinent mechanisms are born to help Jupiter Visualiser handle with the complicated 

mapping information. According to the requirement for coexistence of several various mapping 

mechanism, VSM project has also prepared its unique mechanism for usage as well. 

 

 

Code Extract 5.12 
/* 

 * To get the mapping node according to the given key 

 */ 

function getMapping ($key) { 

1. Build up a search result for the protocol where the given key is in. 
2. Pick out the attribute 'function' from the selected protocol to get 

mapping node name. 

3. Return the mapping info according to the mapping node given. 
 

return $mapping; 

} 

 

Function getMapping() (Code Extract 5.12) is the core function of VSM to get full mapping 

information by parsing SMACK configuration file: collector.xml. And based on it, several assistant 

methods are realized to help fetching data such as getChildMapping() (Code Extract 5.13) for getting 

next(child) level mapping according to the given one, getParentMapping() (Code Extract 5.14) for 
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getting previous(parent) level mapping contrarily and getRootMapping() (Code Extract 5.15) for 

getting the top(root) mapping of current one. 

Code Extract 5.13 
/* 

 * To get the child mapping node according to the given key 

 */ 

function getChildMapping ($key) { 

1. Build up a search result for the protocol where the given key is in. 
2. Search all mappings for the child mapping of the given key whose 

'parent' attribution equals current key's 'function'. 

3. Return the found mapping node 
 

return $mapping; 

} 

 

Code Extract 5.14 
/* 

 * To get parent mapping node 

 */ 

private function getParentMappingNode($mappingNode) { 

1. Build up a search result for the mapping whose attribute 'parent' 
equals to the given mapping node.   

2. Return found the mapping node 
 

return $mapping; 

} 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Code Extract 5.15 
/* 

 * To get the root by mapping according to a given key. Such as  

 * a_num-> a_cc 

 */ 

public function getRootMapping ($agg, $key) { 

1. Get the mapping node of current key by function getMapping(). 
2. Recursion when the mapping node is not null and it has attribute 

'parent' which is available by function getParentMapppingNode () as 

well, until the top mapping is found. 

3. Return the key from this mapping node which can be found by function 
getKeyFromMapping (). 

 

return $this->getKeyFromMapping ($agg, $mappingNode, $key); 

} 

In order to get correlated keys from mapping information for Inspector to point out data on demand 

accurately, VSM sets a few various methods to handle different mapping types so as to achieve 

multiple handling mechanisms to deal with different type within the same designed set of 

implementations. Function getKeyFromMapping() (Code Extract 5.16) is now brought to fulfill this 
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task by recursion and switching organization. And function getKeyFromProtocol () (Code Extract 5.17) 

is also designed to be assistant method for the previous one. 

Code Extract 5.16 
/* 

 * To get key by mapping according to a given key. 

 */ 

private function getKeyFromMapping ($agg, $mappingNode, $key) { 

1. Get the protocols of current given Agg name by function 
getProtocolByAggName() 

2. Split the protocol result into array 
3. Recursion to find a protocol which contains the given key according 

to the given mapping node  

4. If no key is found, then throw an exception 
5. To get all 'from' nodes from the mapping node given 
6. If the 'from' node's type is 'prefix', return the key with the party 

prefix ahead. 

7. For example, when input is a_ac and return should be a_cc instead of 
b_cc since both of them use 'cc' mapping  

 

case 'prefix' :{ 

  $party = substr ($key, 0, 1); 

  foreach ($keyResult as $entry) { 

   if (substr ( $entry, 0, 1 ) === $party) { 

    return $entry; 

   } 

  } 

  break; 

 } 

8. By default, just return the key found. 
 default :{ 

  return $keyResult [0]; 

    } 

 } 

9. Or otherwise return null. 
return null; 

} 

 Code Extract 5.17 
/* 

 * To find key from a given protocol according to the mapping info 

 */ 

public function getKeyFromProtocol($protocol, $mapping) { 

1. To split protocols into array 
2. To locate the protocol according to the protocol given 
3. To get the key having attribute 'function' which is equal to the 

mapping name given 

4. Return the keys found 
 

return $resultArr; 

} 

5.2.3 Generating Chart & Diagram Data Query 

 Inspector chart generation follows such principle as Figure 5.11. When user decides to create a new 

chart according to his design which is ever verified successfully, front end will send a request to the 

back end codes, PHP in our case, to fetch data from database through web server and calculate the 
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results according to the request received. Web server then calls functions written in action scripts 

which are integrated in fusion charts engine. XMLs which support to create Flash charts will be sent 

back to the front end when settings are 100% done. That’s the process running behind the charts 

generation.  

 

Figure 5.11 Chart Generation 

VSM also supports Jupiter Visualiser to obtain the right tables in a huge storage in database server in 

order to fetch the data user wants.  The table name building function buildAggTableNameArray() 

(Code Extract 5.18) and function getAggTimeNode() (Code Extract 5.19) are therefore becoming the 

most complicated functions inside VSM project.  

Code Extract 5.18 
/* 

 * To Build up a table name according to the given agg name and key &  

 * counter group 

 */ 

public function buildAggTableNameArray($aggName, $parameterArray) { 

a. Search all permutation of combinations among keys and counters for 
possible ones according to the given Agg name 

b. If the permutation's Agg equals to the given one, means this 
permutation should be parsed as one possible group to return. 

c. If this permutation contains all the parameter(keys and counters) 
input, it will be generated in return array 

d. If no possible permutation is found, an exception will be thrown, 
else each possible permutation will 

e. be reparsed to get all other related information from collector.xml 
f. Get the time zone of current permutation 
g. Get the partition type of current permutation 
h. Get the store array of current permutation 
i. If there are no stores related to current permutation, an exception 

will be thrown 

j. Save the store array together with the permutation 
k. Return all reorganized possible permutations 

 

return $tableArray; 

} 
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Code Extract 5.19 
/* 

 * Get the aggTimes node according to the given Agg name 

 */ 

private function getAggTimeNode($aggName) { 

1. Get Agg node according to the given Agg name 
2. Get Agg times node according to the found Agg node 
3. Return the Agg time node or null 

 

return $aggTimeNode; 

} 

5.3 VSM for Event Analyzer 

5.3.1 Generating xDR Interface Tree 

xDR is the abbreviation of X Data Record, which X means all kinds of data records. Meanwhile, xDRs 

are divided by different telecom transmission protocols such as A interface, ISUP, IuCS and so on. To 

addition, Each protocol has several supported sub-protocols, for example, IuCS has IuCS.Call which 

collects all call signaling, IuCS.SMS which collects short messages instead, IuCS.Data which collects 

user data transition ones. 

To illustrate the tree structure of all kinds of protocols is the first job for VSM to fulfill with Event 

Analyzer. Main protocols will be shown as root nodes of tree and sub ones are followed as leaves. 

The following functions and codes are made to achieve the goal: 

5.3.2 Creating and Dropping Temporary Tables with Dynamic Structure Information 

What we call as ‘Dynamic Structure’ means the structure of the table comes from dynamic 

combination of fields requested by user. For example, when user chooses both IuCS.Call and 

IuCS.SMS sub-protocols and IuPS.Data protocol, VSM will read the table structure information from 

high level tables in database. For example, in MySQL database, there is a database named as 

‘information_schema’.  

When necessary fields information are fetched, new temporary and buffer tables will be generated 

and of course before that, old ones which are made in last searching circle will be dropped forever in 

order not to interrupt or interfere the results between two separate searches. 

5.3.3 Help Fetching xDR Records from Buffer Tables 

Event Analyzer mainly focuses on raw data presentation whose information is mostly fetched from 

OSIX Monitors on fundamental layer. So it’s more concerned with efficiency and speed. VSM has 

made a complex mechanism to handle such challenges. 
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VSM first uses temporary tables to pick up limited records according to the parameters given by user. 

For example, if user hope to see all the call related signaling in IuCS protocol and whose IMEI 

(International Media Equipment Identity) should be a certain number between 2009/1/1 10:00 and 

2009/1/1/15:00, VSM will search correlated tables for the first limited aimed records such 1000 rows 

(which can be set in Jupiter Visualiser by user as well). The results will be save into temporary tables 

with ‘heap’ engine which can make the results kept in memory instead of hard drivers in order to 

accelerate writing speed. 

When several sub-protocols under the same protocol are selected, VSM would collect the records 

according to the input parameters through the sub-protocols one by one until it reaches the 

limitation. A temp table called ‘tmp_%protocol name%_%user name%’ will be generated to store all 

the correlated results. 

After that, if several  protocols are selected such as IuPS and IuCS, VSM of course will collect both of 

the data in these protocols and generate several temp tables according, in this case, they are 

‘tmp_IuPS_Call_bohua’ and ‘tmp_IuCS_Call_bohua’. And merge and sort them according to the index 

selected by user such as ‘conversation time length’. Then the first limit quantity of records such as 

1000 rows would be saved into a buffer table called ‘buf_bohua’ as a result. 

VSM will reorganize the buffer table and encapsulate all kinds of related information back to front 

end, which finishes a circle of searching. 
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6 Conclusion 

As we all know that nowadays, network based software is more and more powerful and pluralistic 

than ever. Since the appearance of several new technologies such as Ajax, Ruby and Web 2.0 brings 

the network software another whole new evolution, more and more people begin to believe the next 

generation software will be network based ones very probably.  

Jupiter Visualiser project is one of the precursors which aim to achieve a web page based Web OS. 

And what cannot be avoided is the cost of exploration. However, such kind of new product will 

certain turn customers on for its impressive capability in presenting nice charts and Windows like 

system on a plain web page. 

During the design and implementation of VSM which is a sub project of Jupiter Visualiser project, I 

have learned a lot and explored much. During the exploration, such kinds of problems are quite 

interesting: 

6.1 Centralization OR Distributed system? 

These two architectures are always worthy to be argued before software is designed. As a web OS, 

Jupiter Visualiser project is mainly to be posited at presentation layer to illustrate Qgate and SMACK 

data in database which are posited at background layer. How to integrate them together will be 

inevitable back to the point: Centralized or distributed? 

Actually, VSM has another plan version which called “Synchronization project”. This plan is a 

distributed version whose aim is to build up a periodical synchronization machine to synchronize all 

necessary information between Jupiter Visualiser and Qgate/SMACK. As a result, the periodical 

machine will be run quite frequently to guarantee all system can share the same information 

whenever a user login. Of course, distributed system needs redundant data to keep reliability. 

Therefore a lot of data should be kept in both Jupiter Visualiser system and Qgate/SMACK system 

which will cost a lot of space to maintain. 
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Figure 6.1 Centralized Plan Illustrations 

Although suck kind of architecture can solve consistency problem in a contrarily easy way, it will be 

still very trick when changes happen on either side of the entire system, especially when id column 

has been changed since the data matching will be broken when the unique identity is modified or 

deleted. 

After that, VSM plan was born to solve such problem in another or ‘more direct’ way, which is in 

centralized (shown as Figure 6.1) architecture as we fulfill most the whole report above. Compared 

to distributed way, centralized one focuses more on how to control and take advantage of share data 

such as xml files and database tables.  As a result, what should be replicate in distributed system will 

be shared in centralized system. 

At meantime, VSM keeps some distributed features such as KPI formula xml files and some necessary 

terms instead of abandoning all distributed things or replications. So VSM is a combination of 

centralization and distribution system. The centralized part reduces the huge redundant data in 

system and the distributed one make a high reliability come to truth. 

6.2 Bandwidth OR Computation? 

Sometimes we will sacrifice our efficiency to get more computation on server instead of taking too 

much bandwidth. The reason is that bandwidth is limited and computation capability is contrarily 

much richer, especially when user quantity is not big. So VSM reduce as much as it can to save 

bandwidth according to the powerful server and narrow bandwidth.  
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Because the system is web page based, the resource of a web browser is very limited and Jupiter 

Visualiser will meet the risk of overload in browser at any time when it runs, and on the other hand, 

as a JS and PHP code based software, the transfer between front end (JS) and back end (PHP) would 

directly lead to the congestion on network. 

Therefore, VSM usually only transfer what should be presented on page and necessary in front of it 

on background such as Figure 6.2. Since the server is quite powerful, 95% computation will be 

handed over by PHP side.  

 

Figure 6.2 VSM mechanism 

On the other side, VSM also take care of the transition between Jupiter Visualiser Server and 

Qgate/SMACK server.  Usually, Qgate/SMACK will be settled on a separate server for its high loads. 

So, to decrease the information transition between VSM and Qgate/SMACK data server is also a 

necessary goal for VSM.  

After several different test and exploration, VSM chooses a light weight mechanism outbound, and a 

high computation load inbound, which means to take advantage of server’s capability of 

computation and use it to make up for the limited width. 

6.3 Efficiency OR Affection? 

The problem seems to be without any doubt. However, it is truly tricky in the implementation period. 

As usual, we focus on efficiency very much and it is also considered as a standard of the quality of the 

software or codes. But sometimes, the affection could be most important, especially in such kind of 
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case, presentation software, which mostly focuses on the experience of users. Jupiter Visualiser is 

more or less in sort of tricky place which aims to illustrate nice charts and diagrams to users. 

In the charts’ generation and query period, there will be several request sent between VSM and front 

end. As we all know, network transmit time always takes most time of a request, which means the 

more you send at one time, the more time you will save compared to sending several separate 

requests. 

Front End Back Ground

Request

Response

Blank 
Time

Computation

 

Figure 6.3 One Big Request (Efficiency Focusing) 

What is interested for user is that how long should he wait for a chart to be generated. In Figure 6.3, 

such case illustrates a more efficient way to send a big request to back ground to return a bunch of 

result data back as soon as the server finishes computing. However, the affection is poor enough 

from user’s angle because there will be a long blank time for user to wait. And users will of course 

consider the interval much longer by illusion for some psychology reason. For example, a user will 

feel like 10 or more seconds passed instead of 5 seconds in truth when he is just staring at a blank 

page and wait for something to appear. 
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Front End Back Ground
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Figure 6.4 Split Requests (Affection Focusing) 

In such case in Figure 6.4, the total time will be longer than Figure 6.3 for several requests. But 

actually the affection will be much better for user to experience. User will see chart generated part 

by part instead of an entire one appears after a long waiting. And user will feel much shorter to wait 

because he can always see something on screen in spite of a partial one. 

The End 

There are many tricky but interesting arguments and challenges in implementing such kind of new 

branch in web based software. There should be a lot to improve in future as well, such as efficiency 

issues, reliability challenges, codes optimization and so on. What I expect is to make is a more 

powerful and promising web OS, a more rational and reliable web based software. 
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Appendix I. Related knowledge learning for thesis project 

PHP 

PHP Server side scripts build up the basic skeleton of this thesis project. Therefore, my 

readings include some scripts in such kinds of scopes, like server variables, session controls, 

XML parsing and database querying. 

 

Object oriented JavaScript 

Because of the large scale of the parent project have been almost done by JavaScript, related 

presentation work of this thesis project should also be done by such kind of method. Some 

information and books have been read to adapt myself to the framework of the parent and 

thesis project. 

 

AJAX in JavaScript 

The front-end presentation work of the thesis project is mainly based on JavaScript with AJAX 

technology. Because of the asynchronous work flow, much techniques and skills about recall 

functions in JS which supports asynchronous system have been read. 

   

MySQL 

As the unique database involved in this project, the SQL commands are frequently used, the 

review of such kind of information and the learning about the Mysql library references are 

also processed. 

 

SSH 

SSH is the only gateway to get to the customer side data and tunnels are used to transmit 

data records and application codes. Related reference and practice had been done before 

the thesis began. 

 

XML 

XML files are one of the core parts of this thesis because the main idea of this thesis project 

is to make local XML files synchronized with remote database. Therefore, a lot things related 

have been involved such as XML format, XSD, XSLT, CDATA and related parsing techniques 

are also read and practised. 


